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Abstract
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which non-traded goods are used in consumption and investment expenditures, and
need capital and labor to be produced. There are no frictions in the international
financial markets, but domestic frictions generate a slow inter-sectoral reallocation of
capital and labor, consistent with the data. Those features reduce the discrepancy
between observed capital flows and those predicted by the one-sector model by 79%
(measured as a reduction in the mean squared error).
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1 Introduction

The international flows of capital have long been a focal point of open economy macroeco-

nomics. However, the canonical one sector neoclassical growth model, often used to study

growth and dynamics of a closed economy, when applied to open economies produced sev-

eral irregularities with observations on international capital flows in the post war period.

Contrary to the one-sector model’s predictions, domestic savings and investment rates in the

data are highly correlated (Feldstein and Horioka, 1980), capital has not flown to countries

where it is scarce (Lucas, 1990), and the correlation between total net capital inflows and

productivity growth has been negative (Gourinchas and Jeanne, 2013).1 Finally, the overall

size of net capital flows in the data is 10 times smaller than the one-sector model predicts

(Gourinchas and Jeanne (2013), Rothert (2016), and Figure 1 on page 9).

The first three puzzles have been extensively studied in the literature.2 Our focus in

this paper is on the fourth one — the discrepancy between the size of net flows observed in

the data and the size predicted by the neoclassical growth model. The very nature of the

discrepancy is quantitative and as such is our paper. More specifically, we are interested in

the role that the non-traded sector plays in accounting for that discrepancy. Therefore, we

consider a small open economy with two sectors - traded and non-traded goods. Firms in

both sectors use capital and labor as inputs, and the goods produced are used for both con-

sumption and investment purposes. In the case of consumption, tradable and non-tradable

goods are assumed to be gross complements. In addition, we analyze capital flows in a

framework without any international financial frictions, however, we do assume factor mar-

kets are subject to domestic frictions which hinder the mobility of capital and labor between

1Aguiar and Amador (2011) point out that this correlation is largely driven by changes in government
financial assets, and that private inflows are indeed positively correlated with productivity growth.

2According to ideas.repec.org, the citation counts for Feldstein and Horioka (1980), Lucas (1990), and
Gourinchas and Jeanne (2013) are 1274, 651, and 197, respectively.
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the two sectors. The above structure of production and domestic frictions are chosen to

reflect the observed empirical regularities of the non-traded sector (discussed in section 2).

The predicted flows from the calibrated two-sector model are then compared to the observed

flows and those predicted by the one-sector model.

We find that non-traded sector matters a lot. Compared to the predicted flows from

the one-sector model, the model with a non-traded goods sector predicts capital flows which

are four times closer to the observed flows and have a fifty percent lower correlation with

productivity growth (although this correlation remains positive). Over the time period 1980-

2000, the mean squared error between the data and the model-generated flows is reduced by

79% relative to the one-sector model. And, the correlation of capital flows with productivity

growth in the two-sector model is 0.48, much lower than the very strong correlation of 0.96

in the one-sector model.

Factor market frictions and the complementarity of tradable and non-tradable goods in

aggregate consumption and are central to these results. As both work to reduce the well-

known and strong consumption smoothing and investment motives which drive the large

predicted capital flows in the one-sector model. In a growing economy, factor market frictions

slow the inter-sectoral reallocation of resources towards the non-tradable sector limiting

its supply.3 The slow reallocation coupled with the requirement of non-tradable goods in

aggregate consumption and investment reduce the consumption smoothing (complementarity

strengthens this reduction) and investment motives to import traded goods, and thus, reduce

the size of capital flows. In fact, in a counterfactual economy absent these domestic frictions

the predicted capital flows of the two-sector model mimic those of the one-sector model, and

the model is no longer able to account for the low magnitudes of the observed flows.

When analyzing the capital flows that the two-sector model generates, we use two metrics.

3The model is calibrated to match the observed allocation of labor in each sector.
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The first, mentioned above, is the simple average of squared errors between the data and

the model-generated flows. Following Gourinchas and Jeanne (2013), the second metric

is the savings wedge, an inter-temporal distortion added to the one-sector model which

mechanically acts like a tax/subsidy on savings. In their seminal paper, Gourinchas and

Jeanne (2013) calibrate the savings wedges such that the one-sector model matches the

observed flows exactly. They find a near perfect negative correlation (-0.97) between the TFP

growth rates and the calibrated savings wedges within their sample of countries. Rothert

(2016) points out that 80% of the cross-country variation and 65% of the range of values for

the above savings wedge can be accounted for by the discrepancy between the size of the

net flows observed in the data, and the size generated by the frictionless one-sector model.

As such, accounting for the behavior of the savings wedge is akin to accounting for the size

discrepancy.

To assess our two sector model, we calibrate the savings wedges such that the one-sector

model matches the predicted flows of our two-sector model. Comparing the savings wedges

calibrated to our model generated flows with those calibrated to the observed data flows

(as in Gourinchas and Jeanne (2013)), the two-sector model can account for 69% of the

cross-country variation in the savings wedges computed by Gourinchas and Jeanne (2013).

In other words, from the perspective of the one-sector model the capital flows generated by

our two-sector model with a non-traded good look quite similar to the observed flows.

1.1 Literature review

The main focus of our paper is to understand how the existence of the non-traded sector in an

open economy affects the international capital flows. The dynamics of capital accumulation

in such framework was studied theoretically in Murphy (1986), Engel and Kletzer (1989), or

Brock and Turnovsky (1994). Those early papers were interested in explaining the Feldstein-
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Horioka puzzle. They showed that with sufficiently large share of non-traded sector in

expenditures, and sufficiently large capital-intensity of the non-traded sector, a two-sector

model can explain the positive correlation between savings and investment rates. In a sense,

our paper is a quantitative exploration of those ideas. While we find that the existence of

the non-traded sector has a huge impact on the size of capital flows, the empirical correlation

between savings and investment rates is still a puzzle in such framework, once we calibrate

the fundamental model parameters to match the sectoral income shares of capital and labor,

as well as the share of non-tradables in consumption and investment expenditures.

In general, our paper is related to numerous studies that try to account for puzzles in

international capital flows. Those studies can be broadly categorized as either: (i) relying

on fundamentals, or (ii) relying on capital markets imperfections. The first group focuses on

problems such as: omitted factors of production, government policies, different productivi-

ties across sectors, or difference in sizes of countries (see e.g. Causa et al. (2006), Hsieh and

Klenow (2007), Baxter and Crucini (1993)). The latter group explored problems of sovereign

risk (Reinhart and Rogoff (2004)), asymmetric information (Portes and Rey (2005)), poor

institutional quality (Alfaro et al. (2008)), or incomplete markets (Bai and Zhang (2010)).

Our study adds quantitatively important pieces to the story based on fundamentals, com-

plementarity between tradable and non-tradable goods, and market imperfections, the slow

reallocation of labor from the tradable to non-tradable sector. We are closely related to

Causa et al. (2006), who argue that the existence of non-traded sector helps to account for

the Lucas Puzzle. We show that the introduction of a non-traded sector, along with ac-

counting for structural change, drastically reduce the size of net capital flows and accounts

for much of the Allocation Puzzle. Most importantly, we do not rely on any imperfections

in international capital markets, thus the marginal products of capital in our model are

equated across all countries (Caselli (2007) provide a convincing argument that they are also
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equated in the data).

Understanding why and the degree to which the standard model fails to have consistent

predictions for goods/capital flows is important for understanding whether there is a role

and/or the impact of potential policy which could improve the efficiency of outcomes and

increase global income. Many important studies have been motivated by the understanding

the reasons for the inconsistencies and apparent low degree of international capital mobility

(Caselli (2007), Baxter and Crucini (1993) are among many). Our paper suggests that

the tempered reallocation of labor from the tradable to the non-tradable sector could be

an important factor behind the small size of capital flows. In a way, we emphasize the

importance of domestic distortions for the patterns of international capital flows.

We are also closely related to studies that address the robustness of the Allocation Puzzle.

Aguiar and Amador (2011) point out the negative correlation between capital inflows and

productivity growth is driven by public flows (i.e. the allocation of private flows is consistent

with the standard model). Reinhardt (2010) also argues that the direction of foreign direct

investment (FDI) flows is consistent with standard economic theory. We focus on the result

in Gourinchas and Jeanne (2013) that is more robust: the negative correlation between

calibrated savings wedge and productivity growth. We show that a model without any

frictions in international borrowing and lending can account for a large portion of the savings

wedge. The reason behind our success along this dimension is the reduction in the size of

capital flows (our model still predicts a positive correlation between productivity growth

and capital inflows). Our results are consistent with the argument made in Rothert (2016)

that the negative correlation between the savings wedge and total factor productivity (TFP)

growth is driven primarily by the small size of net capital flows observed in the data.

Our paper is one of many on capital flows to fast-growing, emerging economies. In the

last 10 years, the major focus in the literature has been on the current account surpluses
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of East Asian countries, and the role of financial markets imperfections, or government

policies driving them. This idea was explored in Song et al. (2011), Mendoza et al. (2009),

Buera and Shin (2009), Carroll and Jeanne (2009), Caballero et al. (2008), and Michaud

and Rothert (2014). We differ along two dimensions. First, our paper does not rely on

imperfections in international capital markets. In fact, we present a fully deterministic,

laissez-faire economy without externalities, and measure the extent to which the existence

of a non-traded sector affects international capital flows. Second, we do not focus on a few

(albeit important) economies, but instead account for a more general pattern observed in a

wider set of countries.

Finally, we argue that reallocation of resources across sectors has important quantitative

implications for international capital flows. This focus makes our paper closely related to

a large literature on structural change (Baumol, 1967; Ngai and Pissarides, 2007; Uy et al.,

2013). Typically, the focus in the literature is on understanding the reallocation of labor

across sectors during the country’s economic development. Such reallocation can be driven

by non-homotheticity in preferences (Stefanski, 2014), differential productivity growth, or

even education policies (Ferreira et al., 2014). Our goal, however, is not to understand the

forces that drive the dynamics of the structural change, but to make sure that our two-sector

model quantitatively matches the reallocation of labor between tradable and non-tradable

sector. Thus, unlike much of the literature on structural change, we impose that reallocation

in our paper, rather than attempt to generate it endogenously.

2 Empirical Motivation

We start by documenting empirical regularities on international capital flows and the move-

ment of labor between the traded and non-traded sectors. First, we compare the magnitudes
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of net capital flows observed in the data and compare them to those predicted by the standard

one-sector model. In particular, we focus on the savings wedge introduced in Gourinchas and

Jeanne (2013) which helps characterize the significance of the discrepancy in the magnitudes

of the predicted and observed capital flows. Second, we document the empirical regularities

on reallocation of labor towards a non-traded sector, and discuss the implications this would

have for the magnitudes of capital flows.

Data sources and construction of empirical statistics Following Gourinchas and

Jeanne (2013), the data on National Income and Product Accounts is from Penn World

Tables, version 6.3.4 Current Account data used to compute cumulative capital flows is

from the Balance of Payments of the International Monetary Fund (IMF). The value of the

initial next external debt is taken from Lane and Milesi-Ferretti (2007). The main statistic

of interest is the ratio of the cumulative capital inflows to initial gross domestic product

(GDP). We follow Gourinchas and Jeanne (2013) exactly and construct this statistic as the

present value of the sum of the negative of the current account, purchasing power parity

(PPP)-adjusted.5

Our analysis includes all countries for which we can observe employment shares in agri-

culture, manufacturing and services. Unfortunately, the data on employment shares does not

allow us to decompose the categories further, therefore, we assign agriculture and manufac-

turing to the tradable sector and services to the non-tradable sector.6 The data on employ-

ment shares comes from the the World Bank’s World Development Indicators (WDI). This

leaves us with 32 countries that overlap with the sample in Gourinchas and Jeanne (2013),

and additional 22 (mostly more developed) for the total of 54 countries. For comparison, we

4Gourinchas and Jeanne (2013) use data from version 6.1.
5See Appendix B in Gourinchas and Jeanne (2013).
6As in Gervais and Jensen (2013) which uses detailed data from the United States, or Duarte and Restuccia

(2015) which uses cross-country input-output and expenditure data, but not employment.
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focus on the same time period for each country as Gourinchas and Jeanne (2013) (1980-2000,

for most countries).

2.1 Magnitudes of Capital Flows

The standard one-sector growth model vastly overpredicts the magnitudes of net capital

flows. Over the time period 1980-2000, the cumulative sum of net capital inflows (relative

to a country’s initial GDP) varied between -9.6 and 3.31 (see Figure 1 on page 9). Exclud-

ing Singapore which has a large negative inflow, the range is only between -2.84 and 3.31.

In comparison, the range for the same statistic implied by a one-sector model with total

factor productivity path taken from the data, is about 10 times larger, and varies between

-14 and 22. Furthermore,the large differences between the data and the model predictions

persists when international foreign aid, as well as when government net savings components

are removed from the data series. Figure 2 shows the net capital inflows without foreign

aid and government net savings plotted against the measure of productivity catch-up.7 The

magnitudes of the private sector inflows are quite similar to the total inflows, and the signifi-

cant discrepancy between the data and the model remain. Capital flows associated with the

government alone cannot account for the overprediction of capital flows from the one-sector

model.8

The primary motives driving capital flows in a standard one-sector model where growth is

driven by productivity, are well known and twofold: First, rising TFP implies higher marginal

product of capital in the future, which increases today’s investment expenditures (investment

margin). Second, rising TFP implies higher income in the future. Under usual assumptions

7The sample of countries is reduced to 28 for which we can observe the private capital flows.
8Note that the correlation between capital inflows and growth in figure 2 is 0.09. This positive correlation

essentially confirms arguments made in Aguiar and Amador (2011) regarding the governments role in the
direction of capital flows.
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Figure 1: Predicted and Observed Capital Flows, 1980-2000

Notes: Productivity catch-up of country i is defined as:
TFP i

2000/TFPUSA
2000

TFP i
1980/TFPUSA

1980
− 1. Model predictions are under

the assumption that each country starts with its 1980 net external debt (different for each country), and
with the calibrated level of capital stock that may differ from the steady-state value.

where consumption smoothing is desirable, rising income will imply more borrowing and less

saving by the households (saving margin). Therefore, rising income implies capital inflows,

and larger TFP growth implies larger capital inflows. As Figure 1 shows, these motives

are quite strong in the one sector model and leads to large predicted inflows among rapidly

growing countries and large predicted outflows among slowly growing countries. We will

characterize these motives below and discuss the role of the non-traded goods sector in the

savings and investment decisions.
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Figure 2: Total and Private Capital Flows, 1980-2000

Notes: Private capital flows are total flows less net foreign aid and government savings. Private capital flows
are only observed for 28 of the 54 countries in our sample.

2.1.1 Matching empirical magnitudes in the one-sector model - wedges

Following Gourinchas and Jeanne (2013), we decompose the contributions of the investment

and savings margins to the allocation puzzle by augmenting the deterministic small open

economy one-sector growth model with two exogenous, country-specific distortions: (i) a

capital wedge, τk, and (ii) a saving wedge, τs. With the introduction of these wedges, the

budget constraint of a representative household in the one-sector model becomes:

Ct +Kt+1 = (1− τs)(Rt(1− τk)Kt −R∗Dt) +Dt+1 +Nt(wt + zt)

The capital wedge, τk acts like a tax on investment - the gross return on capital no longer

equals the world interest rate: R∗ = Rt(1 − τk), where Rt = MPKt + 1 − δ. The savings
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wedge acts like a tax/subsidy on savings. If the savings wedge is positive, the household saves

less. If the savings wedge is negative, the household saves more. In the budget constraint

above wt is wage (per household), zt is a lump-sum tax/transfer (per household), and Nt is

the number of households in the economy. For each country, the pair (τk, τs) is calibrated

to match: (i) the average investment/GDP ratio, and (ii) the cumulative capital inflows in

years 1980-2000.9

The analysis of the augmented model with wedges suggests the savings wedge is crucial in

understanding the low levels of observed capital inflows and the “allocation puzzle”. Figure

3 plots the cumulative capital inflows and the calibrated values of τs against the cumulative

catch-up of total factor productivity relative to the United States in each country.10 The

result is striking: the correlation between the calibrated savings wedges and productivity

catch-up is -0.96.11 That is, the one sector model requires negative savings wedges to match

the low and negative levels of observed capital inflows among rapidly growing countries.

Conversely, for slow growing countries where the one sector model predicts large capital

outflows, a positive savings wedge is required to reconcile the predictions with the small

positive observed inflows.

The relatively large magnitudes of capital flows predicted by the one sector model are

the primary driving force behind the strong negative correlation in Figure 3 (and found

by Gourinchas and Jeanne (2013)).12 Table 1 compares predictions of capital flows in the

one-sector model to the observed capital flows in the data, alongside the calibrated savings

wedge for several fast and slow growing countries.13 For fast growing countries, such as

91980-2000 is the time frame for vast majority of the countries they analyze. A few countries have a start
year as late as 1985, and the end year as early as 1995.

10Recall, the cumulative catch-up is defined as: π = A2000/A1980

AUSA
2000 /AUSA

1980
− 1

11Calibrated savings wedges using the private flows shown in figure 2 in place of the total flows have the
same correlation with productivity catch-up.

12Rothert (2016) makes a similar point using the exact sample from Gourinchas and Jeanne (2013).
13Predicted capital flows are those from the one sector model with the capital wedge. These are the
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Figure 3: Savings Wedge and Productivity Catch-Up: Total Flows

Notes: The savings wedge, τs, is calibrated in the one-sector model to match the observed capital inflows.

Productivity catch-up of country i is defined as:
TFP i

2000/TFPUSA
2000

TFP i
1980/TFPUSA

1980
− 1.

Korea, China and Cyprus, the predicted capital flows from the one sector model range

from 10.5 to 22.3 times initial GDP. However, the observed capital flows are near zero,

relatively speaking, ranging from -0.39 to 1.58 times initial GDP. Thus, the savings wedges

required for the one-sector model to match the relatively low capital flows are substantially

negative, ranging from -6.67 to -4.56 percent. Cyprus’ case particularly emphasizes the role

played by the differences in the size of the predicted inflows and data in shaping the savings

wedges. During the observed period Cyprus experienced positive capital inflows consistent

with theory, however, despite this consistency, the predicted flows are larger by a factor of

14 and imply a large negative savings wedge similar to those of Korea and China.

Comparing the observed and predicted flows of slow growing countries, such as Jordan

relevant capital flows which need to be accounted for by the savings wedge.
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Table 1: Savings wedge, and actual vs. predicted size of flows

Capital Inflows
Growth Data One-Sector τs

Model (%)
Korea 6.31 -0.39 16.9 -4.56
China 7.35 -0.18 10.5 -6.67
Cyprus 3.87 1.58 22.3 -4.08
Jordan -1.60 0.36 -10.8 4.10
Venezuela -0.76 -0.09 -14.0 4.13

Notes: Growth is the average growth of real GDP per
capita from 1980 to 2000.

and Venezuela, reveal the same importance that the magnitudes have in shaping the savings

wedges at the other end of the growth spectrum. The model predicts capital outflows of 11

and 14 times initial GDP for Jordan and Venezuela, respectively. In contrast, the observed

inflows are only 0.36 and -0.09, far smaller (in absolute terms) than the predicted flows.

Therefore, the model requires sizeable positive savings wedges of over 4 percent to match

these relatively small capital flows. Once again, despite the direction of inflows for Venezuela

being consistent with the model, the magnitudes of the observed flows are small relative to the

predicted resulting in a large savings wedge. For both fast and slow growing countries, and

regardless of whether the in/outflows are in line with theory, the deviations in the magnitudes

of capital flows are central to the savings wedge, and therefore, central to understanding the

factors influencing the savings behavior.

Our ultimate goal is to measure the extent to which the existence of a non-tradable

sector and slow adjustments in factor markets (á la structural change) can account for that

small size of capital flows, and thus for the savings wedge computed by Gourinchas and

Jeanne (2013). Therefore, we use the savings wedge as a metric for how well the two-sector

model matches the data compared to the one-sector model. Specifically, in section 4 we will

compare the above savings wedges to those required by the one-sector model to match the
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capital flows generated by the model with a non-traded goods sector. Furthermore, the fact

that the negative correlation between the savings wedges and productivity growth depicted

in Figure 3 is strongly related to the difference in the magnitudes of the predicted and actual

net capital flows suggests that any mechanism which can explain these low in/outflows can

account for much of the savings wedges, and therefore, the allocation puzzle.

2.2 Capital flows and the non-traded sector

The extent to which the non-traded sector shapes a country’s capital flows depends on

three factors: first, the complementarity of tradable and non-tradable goods in aggregate

consumption. Second, the requirement of non-tradable inputs in aggregate investment. And

third, the ability to reallocate factors of production between producing tradable and non-

tradable goods. Each of these factors influence the savings and investment margins and

can operate to reduce the strong investment and consumption smoothing motives of the one

sector model.

Complementarity of tradable and non-tradable goods in aggregate consumption implies

that the marginal utility of tradable goods depends on the supply of non-tradable goods.

Households facing higher future income would desire to smooth consumption, however, the

complementarity and the inability to import the non-traded goods can limit the ability to

increase current aggregate consumption with the importation of tradable goods and reduces

the household’s motives to smooth aggregate consumption.14 In fact, if complementarity

is high enough, future increases in the relative output of non-tradable goods, via structural

change, can even induce higher savings, as consumers shift consumption of tradable goods to-

wards future periods in which non-tradable goods are in greater abundance and the marginal

14In the case that aggregate consumption is a Leontief aggregation of tradable and non-tradable goods,
the marginal contribution of tradable goods to aggregate consumption can be zero.
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utility of tradable goods is higher.

Estimates of the elasticity of substitution between tradable and non-tradable goods sup-

ports that these goods are complements in aggregate consumption. Recently, Herrendorf

et al. (2013b) provides evidence from U.S. time series data on expenditure and consumption

shares which supports preferences close to Leontief in agriculture, manufactures and services.

Similarly, Garcia-Santana et al. (2015) find a very low elasticity of substitution of industry

and services value added in consumption and investment when estimating a multi-sector

model to match investment and structural change patterns from a large panel of countries.

Lastly, older studies such as Stockman and Tesar (1995) also find strong complementarity

between traded and non-traded goods using cross-sectional data from both developing and

developed countries in which they estimate an elasticity of 0.44.15

In addition to aggregate consumption, non-traded goods are a required intermediate input

in aggregate investment. This requirement reduces the elasticity of investment demand for

tradable goods with respect to the interest rate, and lowers the predicted capital flows,

relative to the one sector model, via two channels. First, it reinforces the complementarity

channel by limiting the economy’s ability to expand production of the non-tradable good

through importation of capital. That is, the requirement of non-tradable goods into the

production of capital implies that the capital stock cannot be increased one for one with

importation of tradable goods. Thus, if the economy shifts non-tradable goods towards the

production of capital, then the available resources for consumption are reduced and the

marginal utility of the tradable goods may fall and counteract the consumption smoothing

motive of the household. Second, and more directly, this requirement limits the marginal

product of importing tradable goods for investment purposes. As a result of these two

15Mendoza (1995) uses similar methodology and cross-sectional data from developed countries to estimate
an elasticity of 0.74.
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influences, for a given level of world interest rate (relative to the country’s autarky rate), the

net capital flows are reduced. Bems (2008) and Burstein et al. (2004) provide evidence that

non-traded goods are important to a country’s aggregate investment. The latter study argues

that among the OECD countries about 51 percent of aggregate investment comes from the

construction sector and estimates that at most 32 percent of intermediate goods that the

construction sector uses are tradable goods. More recently, Garcia-Santana et al. (2015) find

that services make up 42 percent of the sectoral composition of aggregate investment for a

large panel of countries. The industrial component, which includes construction, makes up

most of the remain composition with agriculture contributing roughly 3 percent.

Aggregate consumption and investment both depend on the supply of non-traded goods

which by its vary nature must be produced domestically, therefore, responses to future income

in these aggregates will depend on the ease at which a country can mobilize its factors of

production, such as capital and labor, between the traded and non-traded sectors. Facing

higher future income, the economy would allocate factors of production to the non-traded

sector in concert with imports of the tradable good to smooth aggregate consumption. For

example, a rapidly growing country with an initial relatively low supply of non-traded goods

and a desire to smooth aggregate consumption would immediately shift labor and capital

from production of the tradable good to production of the non-traded good. The increase in

the supply of the non-traded good would allow for greater aggregate consumption smoothing,

and any decline in the traded goods would be made up for with imports. As a result the

capital flows of this two sector economy would closely reflect those of a one sector economy.16

For the panel of countries in our sample the reallocation of labor to services and the

composition of GDP display a gradual movement consistent with the structural change

16In section 4 we discuss in further details the capital flows implied by a two sector model with fully
flexible factors.
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literature, where countries with greater GDP allocate more workers towards services (non-

tradables) which make up a larger portion of GDP. Figure 4 presents the cross country

correlations between the share of employment in the service sector and the output of services

as a share of GDP with the level of GDP per capita in 2000, the end of our sample period. The

correlation of the share of employment with real GDP per capita is 0.71, and the correlation

of the share of services with real GDP per capita is 0.63, both strongly positive. As GDP

increases countries allocate more labor to the non-traded sector and increase the relative

production of non-tradable goods. This suggests countries at lower levels of GDP have a low

relative supply of non-tradable goods to tradable goods, and second that as GDP increases a

country allocates more labor to the non-traded sector and increases the relative production

of non-tradable goods. However, the implications on capital flows of this reallocation depend

strongly on how quickly a country can respond to changes in productivities and expand the

supply of non-tradable goods by reallocating factors. Figure 5 plots the average change

in employment share in services against the average change in real GDP per capita for

the sample period. The vertical axis in Figure 5 shows that average yearly changes in

employment in non-tradable for most countries is around 1 to 2 percent and for very few

countries exceeds 2 percent. This suggests that the reallocation of factors occurs gradually

for countries. We interpret this gradual change as indication that there are frictions in the

factor markets which limit the ability for a country to quickly reallocate factors between

sectors. For example, it takes time to re-train or replace manufacturing workers with health

care or education providers, as well as re-purpose capital equipment and structures.

Furthermore, figure 5, as well as table 2, show that the rate of reallocation is positively

related to the growth of these countries (the correlation of average changes in employment

share in the non-tradable sector with average real GDP per capita growth is 0.29). Table 2

show that the top 20% of countries grew at an average rate of 4.9 percent and the fraction of
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Figure 4: GDP per capita and the size of non-traded sector

Figure 5: GDP per capita growth and change in the share of employment in the non-traded
sector

labor in the non-tradable sector grew at an average rate of 1.9 percent. By comparison, the

slowest growing countries’ average growth in real GDP was −0.4 percent and the fraction

of labor employed in the non-tradable sector, at only 1 percent, rose at nearly half that of

fast growing countries. Similarly, if we look at the productivity catch-up and changes in

employment shares, we find a correlation of .31 (the right panel of figure 5). This positive

relationship is consistent with faster growing countries having a greater desire to smooth

consumption, and therefore, reallocating more factors of production towards the non-tradable
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Table 2: RGDP growth and labor reallocation

g − 1 `N2000/`
N
1980 − 1

Bottom 20 -0.004 0.010
Top 20 0.049 0.019

ρ(∆`N , g) 0.292

Notes: g denotes the average growth of real GDP per
capita from 1980 to 2000. `N denotes the share of em-
ployment in services.

sector. As well as, suggesting that the extent of domestic frictions in factor markets may be

negatively related to growth in real GDP per capita.

Summary There are three key empirical regularities that shape our analysis. First, the

cross-country variation in the savings wedge appears to be largely driven by the discrepancy

between net size of capital flows in the data and in the one-sector model. Second, non-

tradable goods are an important component in aggregate consumption and investment, and

in the case of consumption enter as complements with tradable goods. Third, the reallocation

of resources towards the non-tradable sector is positively correlated with productivity growth,

however, the reallocation occurs slowly suggesting potential frictions in factor markets. In

the following sections we will evaluate the quantitative impact of such reallocation on the

size of capital flows in a small open economy consistent with the above empirical regularities.

3 Model

Our framework is a standard neo-classical small open economy model with a traded and a

non-traded sector, where firms produce both consumption and investment goods, and employ

both capital and labor. Importantly, the model has no international financial frictions. While

those are certainly important, our goal in this paper is to focus on domestic fundamentals
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and explore potential frictions in inter-sectoral reallocation of resources within countries.

Production Both tradable and non-tradable sectors use capital and labor as inputs into

production. The technologies for producing output in each sector are the following:

Y N
t =

(
KN
t

)αN (ANt Nt

)1−αN · `Nt 1−αN−ε

Y T
t =

(
KT
t

)αT (ATt Nt

)1−αT · `Tt 1−αT−ε,

where Nt is the size of labor force, `N is fraction of labor force employed in the non-tradable

sector, `Tt = 1− `Nt is the fraction of the labor force employed in the tradable sector, KT
t and

KN
t are the sector-specific capital stock. Further, AT , AN , αT , and αN are sector-specific

total factor productivities and output elasticities. We assume that each sector features

slightly decreasing returns to scale (hence ε in the exponent on `). We do so to avoid corner

solutions along the transition path of fast growing economies that would want to shift all

resources into the non-tradable sector. We set ε to be very small (0.05). Along the balanced

growth path, both ANt and ATt will grow at a constant rate g∗, which is the growth rate

of the world’s technology frontier. Factor markets are assumed to be perfectly competitive

so that factors are paid the value of their marginal product. However, we allow for some

frictions to inter-sectoral reallocation in the short-run (more on this later).

Aggregate consumption and investment The tradable and non-tradable goods are

used for consumption and investment purposes. The aggregate consumption good is a con-

stant elasticity of substitution (CES) composite of tradables and non-tradables:

Ct =
[
ωcC

N
t

θ−1
θ + (1− ωc)CT

t

θ−1
θ

] θ
θ−1

, ωc ∈ (0, 1), θ > 0 (3.1)
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where θ denotes the elasticity of substitution between tradables and non-tradables (θ < 1

implies tradable and non-tradable consumption to be gross complements). The parameter

ωc determines the expenditure share of non-tradable goods in aggregate consumption.

Aggregate investment is a Cobb-Douglas composite good of non-tradable and tradable

goods:

Xt =
(
XT
t

)ωx (
XN
t

)1−ωx
(3.2)

Capital from aggregate investment can be installed either in the non-tradable or tradable

goods. However, once installed capital is immobile between sectors. Therefore, the sector-

specific capital stocks evolve according to the following law of motions:

KN
t+1 = (1− δ)KN

t + INt , INt ≥ 0

KT
t+1 = (1− δ)KT

t + ITt , ITt ≥ 0

Xt = INt + ITt

where ITt and INt are the sector-specific investments.

Preferences and household’s budget constraint Following Gourinchas and Jeanne

(2013), we assume a stand-in household has preferences over the aggregate per-capita con-

sumption of the following form: ∑
t

βt
c1−σt

1− σ
Nt, (3.3)

where ct ≡ Ct/Nt. The household owns the capital stock and inelastically supplies one unit

of labor each period. The household is able to borrow and lend with the rest of the world

at a fixed gross real (in units of the tradable good) interest rate R∗. The price of tradables

is normalized to 1, the price of non-tradables is denoted pN , and the price of the investment
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good is denoted qt. The household’s sequential budget constraint (in per-capita terms) is:

pNt c
N
t + cTt + qtxt +R∗dt ≤ wt(`

T
t + `Nt ) + rTt k

T
t + rNt k

N
t + dt+1(1 + nt) + πt + zt (3.4)

where nt = Nt+1

Nt
− 1 is the growth rate of the population in period t, and zt is a lump-sum

transfer/tax. The capital law of motion (in per-capita terms) is:

(1 + nt)k
N
t+1≤ (1− δ)kNt + iNt

(1 + nt)k
T
t+1≤ (1− δ)kTt + iTt

xt≥ iNt + iTt

iNt , i
T
t ≥ 0

The initial capital stock k0 and debt d0 are given. Lastly, the household’s borrowing is

limited by the standard no-Ponzi condition:

∞∑
t=τ

dt+1(1 + nt)−R∗dt
R∗t−τ

≤ 0

Factor market frictions In Section 2.2 we emphasized the empirical relationship between

productivity growth and reallocation of resources towards a non-traded sector (structural

change). Our hypothesis is that, such a reallocation can have important implications for

international capital flows, as it affects (1) the relative productivity of capital in the tradable

sector, and (2) the supply of the non-traded good which is complementary in aggregate

consumption and has a non-trivial share in investment expenditures. To evaluate their

quantitative importance, we incorporate these mechanisms in our analysis by assuming some

level of frictions in the factor markets. First, we introduce a labor market friction between

the tradable and non-traded sector in the form of a unit ”tax” in order to match the observed
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labor allocations. Second, capital is irreversible and once installed in a sector it can only

depreciate.17 In Section 4.5 we evaluate capital flows in the absence of these frictions.

We do not attempt to understand the specific sources of these frictions. Instead, taking

as given the observed reallocation of labor towards the non-traded sector, we quantify that

reallocation’s quantitative impact on capital flows. To this end, we generate structural

change in our model, by adding a time-varying labor allocation wedge, τ `t , in the spirit of

Chari et al. (2007).18 The wedge is introduced as an additional cost/benefit of employing

labor in the non-tradable sector. The profit maximization in the tradable sector is thus:

max
(
KT
t

)αT (ATt Nt

)1−αT · `Tt 1−αT−ε − wt`Tt

while in the non-traded sector it is:

max pNt
(
KN
t

)αN (ANt Nt

)1−αN · `Nt 1−αN−ε − (1 + τ `t )wt`
N
t

A positive value of τ `t may indicate a number of things. First, it is isomorphic to a tax

on employment in non-traded sector. Second, it can be a manifestation of various policies

that either hinder employment in the non-tradable sector, or encourage employment in the

tradable sector. Finally, it can be a manifestation of either market imperfections or “deep”

frictions that make hiring labor in the non-tradable sector disproportionately more costly

than in the traded sector.

In order to focus only on the intra-temporal distortion introduced by the labor allocation

wedge, we follow Chari et al. (2007), and assume the proceeds from the τ `t are rebated in a

17Since we do not observe the sector-specific investment or capital stocks we do not parameterize the
capital market frictions, but only assume capital is immobile once installed.

18We use the term labor allocation wedge, so as not to confuse it with a wedge between intra-temporal
condition equating marginal product of labor with marginal rate of substitution between consumption and
leisure, usually referred to as the labor wedge (leisure does not enter the utility function in our model)
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lump-sum fashion to households as a transfer payments zt:

zt = τ `twt`
N
t

Market clearing The output of tradable goods is divided into consumption of tradables

(CT ), investment (XT ), and the trade balance (NX):

CT
t +XT

t +NXt = Y T
t . (3.5)

The output of non-tradable goods is used for consumption (CN) and investment (XN):

CN
t +XN

t = Y N
t . (3.6)

All aggregate investment must be installed in one of the sectors, thus,

ITt + INt = Xt. (3.7)

Lastly, the share of employment demanded in the traded and the non-traded sector must

equal the labor supplied by the household:

`Tt + `Nt = 1.

Rest of the World Since the total factor productivity in the rest of the world grows at a

constant rate g∗, and preferences are given by (3.3), the world gross interest rate is:

R∗ =
(1 + g∗)σ

β
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A country in the model is characterized by its initial per-capita capital stock k0, initial

per-capita stock of external debt d0, sequences of TFP {Ait}∞t=0 for each sector i ∈ {T,N},

and the sequence of labor allocation wedges {τ `t }∞t=0. In the quantitative analysis, we will

have to calibrate each of these characteristics for each country.

3.1 Prices and real GDP in the model

Our calibration targets the average change in the real exchange rate, and the average change

in real GDP. Since these two variables can be affected by movements in the price of non-

traded goods, we need to characterize the determination of prices in our model.

We define the real exchange rate as the price of domestic aggregate consumption divided

by the price of aggregate consumption in the rest of the world, p∗:

rer ≡ p

p∗
.

Since the rest of the world is assumed to be in a balanced growth path, p∗ will be constant.

Therefore, the change in real exchange rate is:

∆rer

rer
=

∆p

p
. (3.8)

Given the relative price of a non-tradable good pN , the price of aggregate consumption is

the minimum unit expenditure:

p = min
cN ,cT

pNcN + cT

subject to: [
ωcC

N
t

θ−1
θ + (1− ωc)ωcCT

t

θ−1
θ

] θ
θ−1

= 1
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The solution to the above problem yields the following expression for the price of aggregate

consumption good:

p =
[
ωθc + (1− ωc)θ · pN

1−θ
] 1

1−θ

The price of non-traded goods is also used in the computation of real GDP, which is given

by:

GDPt = Y T
t + pNt · Y N

t . (3.9)

4 Quantitative Analysis

We study the dynamics of the model over a finite transition path, [0, T ], with a sample of 54

economies, 32 of which overlap with the economies studied in Gourinchas and Jeanne (2013).

The sample is restricted due to the lack of observations on changes in employment shares

by sectors. We include all of the countries for which we observe changes in the employment

shares in agriculture, manufactures and services. For comparison purposes, we focus on the

period 1980 to 2000, or the longest possible period available for a given country within that

time frame. That way, we will be able to evaluate the degree to which our model can account

for the high correlation between the savings wedge and TFP growth reported in Gourinchas

and Jeanne (2013).

4.1 Imposed parameters

A number of parameters are identical across countries. We set their values following the rel-

evant literature. Table 3 presents details of our choices. Following Herrendorf et al. (2013b)

who suggest that tradables and non-tradables are near-perfect complements in consumption,
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we set the elasticity of substitution between them to η = 0.10.19 Following Gourinchas and

Jeanne (2013) we set the inter-temporal elasticity of substitution, σ, to one, and the de-

preciation to 0.06. Following Valentinyi and Herrendorf (2008), we set the capital intensity

of the tradable sector to αT = 0.37 and of the non-tradable sector to αN = 0.32. The

non-tradable share in consumption, ωc, is set to 0.80, following Garcia-Santana et al. (2015).

The non-tradable share in investment, ωx, is set to 0.60, following Bems (2008). A period in

the model is assumed to be one year and the discount factor is β = 0.96. The world gross

interest rate is set to R∗ = (1 + g∗)γ/β, to ensure the existence of a balanced growth path.

Finally, the initial level of TFP in the tradable sector is set to one.

Table 3: Model parametrization

Parameter description Value Source

Inter-temporal elasticity of substitution σ = 1.00 GJ
Discount factor β = 0.96 GJ
Growth rate of the world frontier g∗ = 0.0175 GJ
Capital depreciation δ = 0.06 GJ
Elasticity of substitution in aggregate consumption η = 0.10 HRV
Non-tradables share in investment ωx = 0.60 BEMS
Non-tradables share in consumption ωc = 0.20 VPG
Capital share in tradable sector αT = 0.67 HV
Capital share in non-tradable sector αN = 0.32 HV

GJ: Gourinchas and Jeanne (2013); HRV: Herrendorf et al. (2013b); BEMS: Bems (2008);
VPG: Garcia-Santana et al. (2015); HV: Valentinyi and Herrendorf (2008)

4.2 Country-specific parameters and initial steady-state

The first of country-specific parameters is population growth n. We set it to the average

annual growth rate of working age population, taken from the World Bank’s World Devel-

opment Indicators (WDI). Next, we calculate the initial steady-state and calibrate three

19Kehoe and Ruhl (2009) use the value of 0.5. Overall, there is a broad support for the complementarity
between tradables and non-tradables, or between domestic and foreign goods in consumption — see Garcia-
Santana et al. (2015), Stockman and Tesar (1995), Corsetti et al. (2008), or Rothert (2020)
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country-specific parameters: initial relative TFP in the non-tradable sector — aN0 ≡
AN0
AT0

;

initial level of effective net external debt per worker — d0; initial level of labor allocation

wedge — τ `0 . These three parameters are calibrated jointly to ensure that in the steady-state

the model replicates the following statistics for each country: share of non-traded sector

in GDP, pN ·yN
yT+pN ·yN ; the ratio of net external debt to GDP, d0

yT+pN ·yN ; and fraction of labor

employed in the non-tradable sector, `N0 . Due to lack of available data we cannot pin down

initial values of capital stocks in each sector. However, given the tuple
(
aN0 , d0, `

N
0

)
, sector

capital stocks kN0 and kT0 are determined in the steady-state. Therefore, we assume that

initially, each country starts with kT0 and kN0 at their steady-state levels.

4.3 Transition path

4.3.1 Calibration — sectoral employment, TFPs, and the labor allocation wedge

The model features three exogenous time series that need to be calibrated for each country:

two sectoral TFPs —
(
ATt
)

and
(
ANt
)

— and the labor allocation wedge
(
τ `t
)
. We calibrate

these sequences to match three moments in the data: (i) the average growth rate of real

GDP per capita, (ii) the average change in the real exchange rate, and (iii) the average

change in the fraction of labor employed in the non-tradable sector. In doing so, we assume

that between t = 0 and t = T − 1 the two sectoral TFPs grow at fixed rates:
ATt+1

ATt
= gT ,

and
ANt+1

ANt
= gN . Thus, for each country we calibrate the two parameters associated with the

average growth rates of sectoral TFP. For t ≥ T , the two sectoral TFPs grow at the constant

rate of g∗ = 0.017 which equals the average TFP growth in the United States between 1980

and 2000. This ensures the existence of a well-defined balanced growth path. Since our

model is deterministic, we can solve it by applying the simple Newton-Raphson method to

the equilibrium conditions. In our computation we impose the economy reaches its balanced
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growth path at t = T + 60. 20

Sectoral employment During the transition, we assume a linear movement of labor be-

tween the two sectors, i.e.:

`Nt = `N1 + (t− 1) · `
N
T − `N1
T − 1

, 1 < t < T (4.1)

The main reason behind this assumption (as opposed to trying to match the exact sequence

of labor allocations in the data) is that for many countries we lack the complete time series

for the allocation of labor across sectors (i.e. there are gaps in the data). Therefore, we

simply take the earliest and the latest available date. Furthermore, we focus on long-run

movements of factors of production and the year-to-year changes are relatively small.

Sectoral TFPs The assumption of a linear movement of labor across sectors provides us

with the time series for the sectoral allocations of labor in each country. Therefore, we can

separate our calibration of gT , gN , and the path of the labor allocation wedge into two steps.

First, we calibrate the sectoral growth rates gT and gN . To do so, we take as given the

sequence of sectoral labor allocations (`Nt ). As a result, all model-generated moments are

functions of two country-specific parameters alone: gT and gN . We then solve the following

problem (separately for each country):

min
gT ,gN

(
T

√
GDPmodel

T

GDPmodel
1

− T

√
GDP data

T

GDP data
1

)2

+

(
T

√
RERmodel

T

RERmodel
1

− T

√
RERdata

T

RERdata
1

)2

(4.2)

where T

√
GDPT
GDP1

− 1 is the average annual growth rate of real GDP between t = 1 and t = T ,

and T

√
RERT
RER1

−1 is the average annual change in real exchange rate between t = 1 and t = T

20We verified 60 periods were sufficient.
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(with an increase in the real exchange rate defined as the real appreciation).

Labor allocation wedge Having solved the minimization problem in (4.2), we can com-

pute the implied sequence of the labor allocation wedge from the model’s first order condition

that equates the values of marginal products of labor in the two sectors:

(1− αT − ε)Y T
t /`

T
t =

1

1 + τ `t
pNt (1− αN − ε)Y N

t /`
N
t (4.3)

By construction, the labor allocation wedge that satisfies (4.3) generates long-run reallocation

of labor identical with the data. This reallocation could be modeled using labor adjustment

costs, as in Kehoe and Ruhl (2009), who introduce quadratic labor adjustment costs to

match labor flows between tradable and non-tradable sectors for Mexico from 1994 to 1998.

Alternatively, additional assumptions on technology (e.g. more complicated input-output

structure, as in Kehoe et al. (2013)) and/or preferences, such as the non-homothetic pref-

erences commonly used in the structural change literature (e.g. Herrendorf et al. (2013b)),

could be used to model the reallocation of labor. However, the introduction of the labor

allocation wedge allows us to match the observed reallocation in a parsimonious way while

remaining relatively close to the assumptions of the canonical one-sector model.

4.3.2 Model fit

Figure 6 shows the fit of the model for the average annual change in RER and the average

growth rate of real GDP per capita. Overall, the model fits both data targets quite well

but there are a few outliers, mostly among countries that grew very fast (Korea, Ireland,

Singapore, and Poland) and those that experienced very large changes in real exchange

rate (Poland, Iran, Peru, and Romania). By construction, the model matches the long-run

movement of labor across sectors perfectly.
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Figure 6: Model Fit — RER appreciation (left) and GDP growth (right)

Beyond matching the average changes in the real exchange rate and GDP, our calibrated

growth rates for sectoral TFP are consistent with the broad findings in the literature that

productivity growth in the tradable sector tends to be higher than the non-tradable sector,

and that the difference in growth rates is greater for higher growth countries.21 Figure 7

shows the relationship between the calibrated relative TFP growth rates and the average real

GDP per capita growth in the model. For most of the countries the tradable sector TFP

growth rate is greater than that of the non-tradable sector, and this difference is greater for

faster growing countries.

More specifically, figure 7 is consistent with Duarte and Restuccia (2010) rankings of

relative growth rates for 29 developing and developed countries over the period 1956 to

2004. In their panel of countries, the average growth rates of agriculture, manufacturing,

and services are 4.0%, 3.1%, and 1.5%; and, the difference between the manufacturing and

services tends to be greater for countries which experienced higher growth. Similarly, Ferreira

et al. (2014) find that, for Korea, labor productivity growth in manufacturing was 5.5% over

21See Herrendorf et al. (2013a), Ngai and Pissarides (2007), Duernecker and Herrendorf (2015), and Kehoe
et al. (2013).
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the period 1960 to 2005, whereas services grew at a rate just under 2%.22 Our calibrated

relative growth rates for Korea are slightly wider at about 7% for tradable goods and −1%

for non-tradable goods. Lastly, comparing our calibrated TFP growth rates for the United

States with those estimated by Kehoe et al. (2013), we find that our calibration for the United

States is consistent with their growth accounting. For the period 1992 to 2011, Kehoe et al.

(2013) measure labor productivity growth in goods, services and construction to be 4.6%,

1.4% and −1.3%, respectively.23 Our calibrated TFP growth for the United States are quite

similar with 6% TFP growth in the tradable sector and −0.6% in the non-tradable sector.

Overall, the model fits the average changes in the real exchange rate and GDP, as well as,

is consistent with the relative growth rates of the tradable and non-tradable sectors found

in the literature.
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Figure 7: Relative TFP Growth ≡ gT

gN

22Duarte and Restuccia (2010) report labor productivity growth in Korea of approximately 6% for industry
and 2% for services over the same time period

23Duarte and Restuccia (2010) find similar growth rates for the United States.
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Figure 8: Capital inflows vs. TFP catch-up — data and models

Notes: observed data - country ISO codes; one-sector model - dots (blue); two-sector model - x’s (red).

4.4 Results

Our main results are presented in figures 8 and 9, and table 4. There are three cross-country

data sets of cumulative capital inflows plotted in figure 8: (i) the observed capital flows,

denoted with the country ISO code, (ii) the one-sector model predicted flows, denoted by

the dots (blue), and (iii) our two-sector model predicted flows, denoted by the x’s (red). The

cumulative capital inflows are plotted against the productivity catch-up of each country (as

described in section 2). Summary statistics of these data are included in table 4. Statistics

for the observed data, broken down into its public and private components, are presented in

the first three rows. Statistics for the model predictions are contained in the rows labelled

”one-sector” and ”two-sector benchmark”.

The quantitative importance of the non-traded sector is quite clear. The inclusion of a
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non-tradable good, as specified above, leads to a substantial reduction in the magnitude of

the model’s predicted capital flows relative to the one-sector model. As discussed in section

2, the range of predicted flows in the one-sector model is from -13.99 to 22.32 whereas the

predicted flows from the two-sector model with the non-tradable good only range from -4.47

to 13.66 - an order of magnitude smaller. The reduction in the magnitude of capital flows in

the model with a non-traded goods sector accounts for much of the discrepancy between the

one-sector model predictions and data. Comparing the predicted flows to the data we see

that the average squared error between the data and the model predictions is 79% lower in

the two-sector model compared to the one-sector model.24 The presence of the non-traded

sector, both as a source of supply of consumption and investment goods, and as a source of

demand for factors of production, reduces international capital flows by more than 50% in

the environment without any frictions in international financial markets.25

Savings wedge Figure 8 shows that the predicted flows for most countries are closer to

the observed flows. We now investigate how much of the savings margin, emphasized in

Gourinchas and Jeanne (2013), we are able to account for. More formally, we calibrate the

savings wedge in the one-sector model (as in Gourinchas and Jeanne (2013) and section ??)

to match the model-generated capital flows from our two-sector model. We then compare

these wedges to the savings wedges calibrated in the one-sector model to match the observed

capital flows. Figure 9 presents our results, and statistics of the savings wedges are reported

in the last four columns of table 4.

The left panel in the figure plots the two savings wedges against each other, with a

24The average squared error in the two-sector model’s predictions is 14 compared to an average of 67 in
the one-sector model. These statistics are contained in the fourth column of table 4.

25It is worth noting (although it is not a central focus of our paper and therefore we do not report full results
on that dimension) that our model still generates a Feldstein-Horioka puzzle: the cross-country correlation
of average savings and investment rates in our model is zero, which suggests that domestic frictions alone
cannot account for it.
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Figure 9: Model- vs. data-generated savings wedges

Left panel: Y-axis - τS that GJ would obtain using empirical flows (countries in red are in GJ sample);
Left panel: X-axis - τS that GJ would obtain using flows generated in our model;
Right panel: ISO codes - τS that GJ would obtain using empirical flows;
Right panel: Red Xs - τS that GJ would obtain using flows generated in our model;

superimposed 45◦ line. Our model accounts for over 69% of cross-country variation in the

savings wedges computed by Gourinchas and Jeanne (2013).26 Moreover, the ranges of values

that the two savings wedges fall in, are almost identical. Similarly, the right panel plots the

two savings wedges against the TFP catch-up. The black ISO codes depict wedges computed

using the observed flows, the red x-marks depict wedges computed using the capital flows

generated in our two-sector model. The right panel also reports the result of two OLS fits

between the catch up and each of the wedges. Again - the two relationships are very close.

The savings wedge computed using our model-generated series exhibits almost as large a

correlation with TFP catch-up as the does the wedge computed using empirical flows. In

other words, from the perspective of the one-sector model the capital flows generated by our

two-sector model with a non-traded good look quite similar to the observed flows. Thus,

the non-traded sector plays a significant role in accounting for the savings margin in capital

flows - the margin where the one-sector model fails considerably, as shown in section 2 and

26The correlation between the two calibrated savings wedges is 0.83 (see the last column in table 4).
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emphasized by Gourinchas and Jeanne (2013).

In addition to accounting for the cross-country variation in the savings wedges, the corre-

lation between the cumulative capital inflows and the productivity catch-up in the benchmark

model is much lower than the correlation implied by the one-sector model. Column four of

table 4 shows that the correlation in the benchmark model is only 0.48, a 50% reduction

from the very strong correlation of 0.96 in the one-sector model. While the correlation in

the benchmark model is not negative as emphasized in the data by Gourinchas and Jeanne

(2013), accounting for the non-traded sector does help reconcile a lot of the large difference

in the correlation between the one-sector model and the observed data.

The inclusion of the non-traded goods sector, where non-traded goods are essential in

aggregate consumption and investment, tradable and non-tradable goods are gross comple-

ments in aggregate consumption, and domestic frictions limiting the economies ability to

reallocate factors of production between the two sectors lead to dramatically lower levels

of predicted capital flows. The non-traded sector substantially diminishes the consumption

smoothing motives relative to the one-sector model and helps to account for much of the

savings margin in the capital flows. Since the savings margin is the largest component con-

tributing to the allocation puzzle laid out by Gourinchas and Jeanne (2013), the non-traded

sector influence on capital flows reconciles much of the differences in the data and predicted

flows of the one-sector model and accounts for a significant part of the allocation puzzle.

Labor allocation wedge Lastly, we look at the implications our model has on labor

market frictions between the tradable and non-tradable sectors. Figure 10 plots the average

labor allocation wedge calibrated to match the observed labor in each sector against the

TFP catch-up. The left panel shows all countries in our sample, the panel on the right

zooms into the sub-sample that excludes the one outlier (Pakistan). For most countries
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Table 4: Capital Flows and the Savings Wedge - Data vs. Model Series

Capital Flows Savings wedge implied by the flows

min ∆D
Y0

max ∆D
Y0

ρ
(

∆D
Y0

, π
) ∑

n(errn)2

N
min τS max τS ρ(τS , π) ρ

(
τS , τ

GJ
S

)
Data

Total -9.60 3.31 -0.28 - -0.075 0.054 -0.94 1.00
Public -2.25 0.45 -0.38 - -0.067 0.051 -0.97 1.00
Private -0.59 1.81 0.09 - -0.066 0.055 -0.96 1.00

Model

one-sector -13.99 22.32 0.96 67.12 0 0 0 0

two-sector benchmark -4.47 13.66 0.48 14.33 -0.072 0.073 -0.820 0.83
counterfactual with ` mobile -6.92 31.95 0.54 63.19 -0.071 0.089 -0.694 0.73

re-calibrated with K mobile -4.62 12.74 0.64 15.68 -0.067 0.058 -0.831 0.85
counterfactual with K & ` mobile -6.95 36.32 0.61 80.29 -0.075 0.079 -0.693 0.72

Notes: Sample of countries consists of 54 developing and developing countries from 1980 to 2000. ρ(x, y)
denotes the correlation of x and y. π denotes the productivity catch-up. errs = (∆D

Y0
)data − (∆D

Y0
)model.

the average labor allocation wedge is positive indicating that there are frictions restricting

the movement of labor into the non-tradable sector.27 In addition, the frictions are greater

for countries experiencing higher growth. Importantly, these frictions counteract the strong

consumption smoothing motives of rapidly growing countries which would like to expand the

supply of the non-tradable good by shifting labor towards that sector.28 The main message

from figure 10 is clear - countries that catch-up appear to “restrict” the movement of labor

towards the non-tradable sector or (equivalently) “subsidize” the move of resources towards

the tradable sector. This result is consistent with studies that argued that many fast-growing

economies pursued policies leading to “under-valued” real exchange rate, through various

forms of implicit or explicit subsidies given to the tradable sector (Rodrik, 2008; Michaud

and Rothert, 2014).

27Recall, the labor allocation wedge can be interpreted as adjustment costs in labor, technological con-
straints, or arising from non-homothetic preferences.

28We evaluate the labor allocation implied by the model absent these frictions in section 4.5.
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Figure 10: Labor allocation wedges vs. TFP catch-up

Left panel: full sample; Right panel: 1 outlier (Pakistan) removed.

4.5 Factor Market Frictions

The benchmark model contains frictions in both the labor and capital markets which re-

strict the reallocation of factors between the tradable and non-tradable sectors. In the case

of labor, frictions associated with labor adjustment costs, technology, and preferences are

characterized by a labor allocation wedge which imposes additional costs of hiring a working

in the non-tradable sector. For capital, the friction lies in the inability to repurpose capital

investment from one sector to the other once it is installed. In this section we will explore

the importance of these frictions in shaping the capital flows by removing each friction from

the model. Our results are summarized in Table 4.

Reallocation of labor First, we look at the role of labor market frictions. We isolate the

effect of labor market frictions by holding constant the labor allocation wedge at its initial

value and allow labor to freely move between sectors each period until wTt = (1 + τ `0)wNt .

The results of this counterfactual are reported in the row labelled ”counterfactual with `

mobile” in table 4.
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The impact on the size of capital flows absent labor market frictions is quite sizable. The

cumulative capital inflows relative to initial GDP increase by an order of magnitude and

begin to reflect closely those of the one-sector model. The range of capital inflows in the

counterfactual is -6.9 to 32, significantly greater than the baseline range of -4.47 to 13.66. The

increase is especially large on the borrowing side (the positive inflows in the counterfactual

exceed even those in the one-sector model). The ability for the model to match the observed

flows falls substantially, as the average squared error increases by more than fourfold and

performs nearly as poorly as the one-sector model.29 In addition, the model’s ability to

account for the cross-country variation in the savings wedge drops to only 53%.

The increase in the capital flows is associated with a rapid reallocation of labor between

the tradable and non-tradable sectors. Figure 11 presents the reallocation of labor in the

model without labor market frictions and the associated capital flows. The top left panel

of the figure plots the non-tradable employment in the initial period (relative to the data)

against the productivity catch-up of a country. There is a clear positive relationship between

productivity growth and how much an economy, absent labor market frictions, would allocate

workers to the non-tradable sector. Countries expecting high growth desire to smooth ag-

gregate consumption and invest in capital, both of which require tradable and non-tradable

goods. Therefore, to expand supply of non-tradable goods these countries move labor imme-

diately into the non-tradable sector. Conversely, a country expecting slow growth relative to

the rest of the world desires to save via the tradable good, therefore, moves labor into that

sector. The top right panel of figure 11 shows the associated capital flows plotted against this

reallocation of labor. The above intuition shows clearly in the positive relationship between

the capital inflows and the initial non-tradable employment. The reallocation of labor helps

29The average squared error between the predicted and observed capital flows increases from 14 in the
benchmark model to 63 in the counterfactual with labor market frictions removed. For comparison, the
average squared error in the one-sector model is 67.
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countries smooth their income and enables the model to mimic the size of capital flows in

the one-sector model.

Figure 11: Reallocation of Labor and Capital Flows

NOTE: Top two and bottom left panel - counterfactual model simulations with flexible movement of labor
across sectors. Bottom right panel - data.

The initial allocation of labor in the non-tradable sector leads to strong counterfactual

predictions in the movement of labor during the transition. The bottom of figure 11 shows

the average change in the share of employment in non-tradables predicted by the model

(bottom left panel) versus the observed changes in non-tradable employment (bottom right

panel), both plotted against the productivity catch-up. The movement of labor implied
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by the model is in contrast with the observed changes. Countries in the counterfactual

experiencing higher growth tend to experience shifts of labor away from the non-tradable

sector towards the tradable sector. This leads to a negative relationship between changes

in non-tradable employment and productivity catch-up, counter to the positive relationship

in the data (consistent with the well documented patterns of structural change - movement

from tradable to non-tradable).

The above co-movements highlight a strong link between the patterns of labor allocations

and capital flows, and emphasizes the importance of matching the labor allocation when

evaluating the capital flows. Furthermore, they illustrate the important role that labor

market frictions, whether they be technological or preference related, play in shaping the

capital flows of a country.

Reallocation of capital Next we relax the assumption that capital, once installed, can

only depreciate while maintaining the labor market frictions. The endogenous capital stocks

may affect the calibrated TFP series, and since we do not directly observe the sector specific

capital stocks, we re-calibrate the transition paths of sectoral TFPs and the labor allocation

wedge under the assumption of fully mobile capital. The results of are presented in the row

labelled ”re-calibrated with K mobile” in table 4.

The results under the assumption of fully mobile capital are quite similar to the bench-

mark model. Capital flows range range from -4.62 to 12.74, the average squared error remains

relatively unchanged, and the model accounts for 72% of the cross-country variation in the

savings wedge. Interestingly, the correlation between capital inflows and productivity catch-

up (column four in table 4) is slightly higher, suggesting that countries are allocating capital

across sectors to invest and smooth consumption more. However, labor market allocations

and frictions are still central to understanding the capital flows. The row labelled ”counter-
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factual with K & ` mobile” in table 4 illustrates this importance. Relaxing the labor market

frictions in the model with fully flexible capital results in much larger predicted capital flows

and a significant increase in the average squared error between the model and observed

flows. Once again, emphasizing the important influence the allocation of labor can have on

the capital flows.

Overall, our results indicate that the non-traded sector matters a lot for international

capital flows. First, if factors of production cannot quickly move to the non-tradable sector,

a growing economy will be limited in its ability to meet the consumption and investment

demand for these goods. Second, if traded and non-traded goods cannot be easily substituted,

the insufficient supply of non-traded goods lowers the incentive to increase consumption of

tradables.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we analyzed the quantitative impact of the non-traded sector on international

capital flows. We found that a small open economy framework which embodies the empirical

characteristics and patterns of the non-tradable sector generates capital flows which are 80%

closer to the data than the one-sector model predictions. The two-sector model also accounts

for 69% of the cross-country variation in the savings wedge and significantly reduces the

model correlation between capital flows and productivity growth emphasized by Gourinchas

and Jeanne (2013).

The model had no frictions in international financial markets, but featured inter-sectoral

barriers to capital and labor reallocation that were calibrated to match the observed flows of

employment to and from the service sector. Our results indicate that fundamental features

of a non-tradable sector in an economy, combined with domestic frictions, can have a large
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quantitative impact of international flows of capital, even in the absence of any frictions in

international financial markets. In order to match empirical movements of labor between

tradable and non-tradable sector, we introduced and calibrated a time-varying labor alloca-

tion wedge. We showed the existence of such wedge is important in accounting for small net

international capital flows. This leads us to a similar conclusion to Ohanian et al. (2018): do-

mestic frictions can be an important factor affecting international capital flows. Of course,

any policy respondse to these frictions depends on the interpretation of labor allocation

wedge. Further studies should explore whether the wedge we calibrated is a manifestation

of market imperfections or fundamental characteristics omitted in our framework.
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